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Long-terDI Plans Reviewed
Main Hall, New Chapel, Stadium Under Consideration Pages6-7
Sweet tooth

•
Sophomore Cindy Arangua holds her nephew, Connor Francis, during Safe Trick-or-Treat. Arangua's brother-in-law, Marc Francis, looks on.

• Amn~sty
members wage
war with pens to
stop human
rights violations.
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• RegisNet to be
down this
weekend with
campus-wide
effects.
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•women's
soccer team
clinches RMAC
title, heads for
post-season play.

• Volleyball
team strong on
waytoRMAC
tournament
play.
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• Critic calls hit
movie
"Sleepers"
anything but
dreamy.
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Amnesty Wages Peaceful
War for Human Rights
By Alma Meeker
Highlander Staff

"For years I was held in a tiny
cell. My only human contact was with
my torturers ... My only company
were the cockroaches and mice ...
On Christmas Eve the door to my cell
opened and the guard tossed in a
crumpled piece of paper. It
said, ' Take heart. The
world knows you're alive.
We're with you. Regards,
Monica, Amnesty International. ' That letter saved
my life," said a released
prisoner of conscience
from Paraguay.
Have you ever visited
or lived in a country where
people are persecuted because of their beliefs? We
in America are very lucky.
Citizens of other countries
are held without being
charged or brought to trial.
Torture and murder are everyday occurrences. Some prisoners have just
"disappeared," never to be seen again.
There's an organization on the
Regis campus trying to end such injustice and atrocity. This organization
is Amnesty International.
Amnesty International works for
the release of prisoners of conscience:
men, women, and children imprisoned
for their beliefs, race, sex, ethnicity,
language, and religion, who have neither used nor advocated violence. Amnesty also works to obtain fair and
prompt trials, to end torture and the
death penalty, and to end extra-judi-

cial executions and "disappearances." Prize Winner Aung San Suu Kyi (who
As part of this mission, groups is now under house arrest). After her
throughout the country send letters, arrest in 1993, Thida's first novel,
cards, faxes, and telegrams to govern- "Sunflower," was banned by the govment officials, asking for release of ernment, who claimed the work was a
prisoners of conscience, expressing threat to and "endangerment of pubconcern, or requesting governmental lic tranquility." She was then sentenced to twenty years in prison.
policy changes.
Members of the Regis Amnesty Thida's plight is even more urgent beInternational cause of the conditions in the Insein
chapter gath- prison in Yangon. Treatment is cruel,
ered to watch a inhumane, and degrading. Thida is
video depict- being held in solitary confinement
ing
such with insufficient medical care. She is
crimes called reportedly in poor health.
If you are interested in helping Am"The Closet
Land," starring nesty International combat human rights
Madeline violations, come to the next meeting on
Stowe. They November 13, at 7 p.m. in Loyola 25.
also wrote letters on behalf
of Tri Agus
Susanto and
Dr. Ma Thida.
Tri
Agus Courtesy Campus Ministry
Susanto,
a
prisoner of conscience in Indonesia,
The month of November, beginwas sentenced to two years in prison ning on the Feast of All Saints, is trafor his involvement in a magazine that ditionally a time for the Church to pray
was critical of the government and be- for all those who have died. At Regis
cause of his work with the Pijar Foun- this year, we will be remembering our
dation, a student group concerned with friends, family members, and loved
cultural and human rights issues.
ones who remain within the "communOfficially, Susanto was arrested ion of saints," of which we are all part.
for a speech concerning freedom of the
press. He was charged with insulting
a head of state a being present during
a crime.
Dr. Ma Thida, 29, is a well-respected writer of short stories and
prominent political activist. She was
the campaign assistant to Nobel Peace

"Amnesty also
works ... to end
torture and the
death penalty,
and to end
extra-judicial
executions and
'disappearances. '"

WE'RE OPEN ALL lVINTER BREAK!
Buv YOUR 1997 EURAILPASS AT 1996 PRICES FROM $210
Stop by for a FREE Student Travels Magazine!
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On the Main Floor of the Tivoli Building
900 AURAHIA PARKWAY
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Photo Tribute to Loved Ones
We are inviting you to bring the
pictures of people close to you who are
no longer with us. These pictures will
be installed in a special chapel display
for the entire month of November as
an on-going reminder of their presence
in our lives as the body of Christ. Identification of the person's relationship
to members of the Regis Community
is optional.

If you would like to remember
someone in this special way, please
bring any pictures either to the Sunday Mass or to Campus Ministry (Student Center Suite 200). We cannot
accept framed pictures. Please put your
name, phone number, and/or address
on the back of the photo. All pictures
will be returned at the end of the
month.
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BREWSKIS
HOURS

Need money for school? Bills? Holidays? Just to have fun?
If you said "YES' (and who wouldn't!!l
We have the job for you!.

DAY, EVE. & WEEKEND HRS.
12-40 HRS. A WEEK
available for:

-~
• BREWSl{IS

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS.
$7.00/HR.

If you can take phone calls, provide
information & do easy data entry at
5500 keystrokes/hr. - you can use
your friendly personality and
get paid for 1t too!

Monday-Thursday
7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.to noon
Sunday SunDaze
8 p.m. to midnight

CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES REPS
UP TO $12/HR.
BASE PAY+ INCENTIVES

Use your persuasive Rersonality & do
easy aata entry at 5500 keystrol<es/hr.
to answer calls from peopre who want
to buy what you have to sell!
* PAID TRAINING*
* HRS. TO FIT YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE *
* FUN WORK PLACE *
* OPPTY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS*
* PRESTIGIOUS CLIENTS *
* REFERRAL BONUSES*
* NO BORING DRUDGE WORK*
FULL AND PART-TIME HRS. ALSO
AVAILABLE NOW FOR WINTER BREAK!!
Call TODAY to sch ed. an interview
OR apply in person at:
THE PRODUCT LINE
2370 S. Trenton Way, Denver
(303) 671-8000, Ext. 3272
EOE

c),
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BREWSKIS ACCEPTS MUNCH MONEY

Fresh Fruit Smoothies
~

r-°-~------------------·•
:
FREE BAGEL
:
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•

with any espresso drink

:

Offer good thru 11/14/96
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Nov. 14, PAC Presents ...

THE ROOMMATE GAME!
How well do you know the person you
1ive with?
If you liked the Newlywed Game,
you'll love this one!
Winners receive a Mystery Trip from
Western Pacific on Nov 16 - 17

Nov. 21, PAC Presents ...

THE DATING GAME!
Are you hurting for a date or do you
just love to perform in front of your
friends?
Bachelors & Bachelorettes needed to
ask and answer questions
Winners receive an all expense paid
night on the town
Game open to all Regis students
Enter your name in the form below and
put into box in Student Center

Game open to all Regis students
Enter your names in the form below
and put into box in Student Center

Roommate Game

Dating Game
Do you want to
(Circle One)

ASK or ANSWER ?

Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• STUDENT GOVERNMENT
from the

OFFICE

- OF THE-

PRESIDENT
ACLWGoals
Becoming Reality
Dear Rangers,
Hello once again. I know I have
not written an article in the past couple
of weeks, but I am back now. Well, I
normally start off every
article with my "Presidential Hello's", but this week
I can not think of anyone
to say hello to. So I decided that I will say a GIANT hello to the entire
student body. Next week I
will go back to say hello
to individuals again. I do have one
thing to say, last week's article that
was written by the intramural person
(name not important, but shorter than
me), said the hit on a certain individual
was legal. B.S. Thank you.
Many of you might be wondering about the goals that were established at the All Campus Leadership
Weekend (ACLW). To recap the goals
that the student leaders came up with,
in order they were: construction of a
new chapel, overall computer improvements, improved security, renovation of the pub, improved ventila-

tion in O'Connell Hall, improved financial aid, and academics. These seven
goals were determined to be the most
important goals of the students this year.
These need to be addressed with the
help of the University as well as the
student government. So every person
on the Executive Cabinet was assigned
a goal to work on during this year.
The first one goal, a new chapel,
given first priority because most of the
people at the felt that since we are a
Jesuit university, the smallest building on campus should not be the
chapel. By constructing new ~hapel,
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able. The next goal, security, has been
addressed at the Town Hall meetings.
The main suggestion was the installation of call boxes around campus. This
really is not in the hands of the students governments, and recent improvements have been made, such as
the security cameras at all residence
hall entrances. The next goal was the
renovation of the pub. This year we
have added pictures of various sports
teams, pool tables, and two televisions.
The next goal was improved ventilation in O'Connell Hall. A possible solution would be to add an evaporative
cooler on the third floor.
The next goal was improved financial aid,
which makes the list every year. The Office of
Financial Aid realizes
that this is a priority for
many students, and they
said improvements are
in the works for the future. The last
goal was academics. The students at
the ACL W wanted to keep it on the
list of goals, however we felt that there
was little that student government
could do but encourage the administration of the university to continue
their efforts to improve academics.
Well I think I have typed long
enough and actually I do not have anything else to say, except keep up the
good work and do not forget about the
weekly events that are happening
through out the year. So goodbye and
have a great week.

"A possible solution would be to
add an evaporative cooler on the
third floor [of O'Connell Hall]."
we could invite more people onto our
campus to celebrate Mass, weddings,
or daily prayer. At this time the plans
for a new chapel are in the beginning
stages, due to the current focus on the
completion of the library renovation.
The next goal, overall computer improvements, has pretty much been accomplished. Right now, in the computer lab in Carroll Hall, there is one
laser printer available to every student,
and another laser printer is being considered. Putting more computers in the
residents halls means would require
more money than is currently avail-

RE-MEMBERING

I

Network Downtime
Impacts Library
By Janet Lee
Dayton Memorial Library
The Regis University Library, in
the Library Annex at 5891 Nolan St.
in Arvada, is very dependent upon
network access for most of the services
provided there. RegisNet, the network
server for the campus, will be unavailable from noon on Friday, November
8, through 7:00 a.m. on Monday, November 11, 1996, while Information
Services upgrades the server. Library
services will be greatly impacted, and
basic services, though available, will
take much longer.
Here is what you can expect at
the library annex while RegisNet is
down. No Internet services will be
available, including network access to
CARL, the World Wide Web and email. A single back-up workstation
will provide dial up access to CARL
and its licensed databases. If necessary, a waiting list will be compiled
and patrons will be limited to thirty
minutes of search time. CARL online
databases include: library catalogs;
UnCover; and licensed databases such
as
CINDAHL,
MEDLINE,
SportDiscus, Business Index, Ex-

WEEK

panded Academic Index, Books in
Print, ERIC and FirstSearch. Standalone CD-ROM workstations will be
unaffected by the downtime and will
still be available. These include:
NewsBank, RIA Tax Library, Computer Select, Comlndex, and Compact
Disclosure. Microfiche reader/printers
will be unaffected.
The library will be able to check
materials out to patrons but the process may take longer as staff will need
to \·:rite out patron !D's and material
bar codes. Likewise, renewal requests
will be taken manually, but cannot be
guaranteed. Returns will be backdated
to reflect actual return date so that the
patron will not be penalized. Interlibrary loan requests may be delayed,
but every attempt will be made to expedite this process.
Moving to a more technologically
sophisticated environment always
brings growing pains. We apologize for
any inconvenience and thank you for
your patience. If you have any questions or comments, call the Library
Annex at 403-8360.

1996

For the Last six yt:arS in November, the Regis Community has gathcrt:d to rt:mt:mber the life and work of the El Salvador Jesuits, their housekeeper, and her
daughter, who were slain by soldiers because oftheir devotion to the work ofliberation ofthe people oftheir land. In the time ofour rt:mt:mbering their sacrifice,
we also rt:mcmber people and situations which cry out forjustice and the labor ofpeace. This year, from wedncsday to wcdncsday, we challc11gc ourselves to think
about our involvement in peace-making in our life and times. Please join us for any of the events listed below. Ifyou have questions, please contact Campus
Ministry at 458-4153, or visit us in Student Center 200.

· Wednesday, November 13/ 12:10 Regis Chapel
ALL CAMPUS MEMORIAL SERVICE

Our Community remembers all those who have died

· Friday, November 15/ 12:10 Regis Chapel
MEMORIAL MASS FOR THE EL SALVADOR MARTYRS

· Monday, November 18/ 12:10 Student Center
"1000 CRANES: A COMMUNITY SERVICE FOR PEACE"

· Tuesday, November 19/ 12:00 place TBA
BROWN BAG LUNCH: "THE VIEW FROM FT. BENNING"

· Wednesday, November 201 12:10 Regis Chapel
A EUCHARIST FOR PEACE MAKING

• A Thousand Cranes • A Prayer For Peace •
Campus Ministry is leading the Regis communityin the construction ofa thousand origami (Japanese paper folding) cranes. In the making ofthe cranes, we honor
a tradition for peace-making which began with a young woman who died oflcukemia brought on by radiation from the nuclear bombing ofJapan in WW II.
She died befort: finishing the construction ofhir J()(X} cranes as a wish for peace in the world. Since her death, people around the world ha vc folded paper cranes
as a continuation ofher prayer for peace. Learn to make a crane. Help make the thousand for peace! Contact Campus Ministry for details.
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Halloween Brings Locals to Regis
By Meggin C. Caylor
Highlander Staff

On Halloween, Thursday, October 3 1, you may have seen a throng of
kids running around campus. Most
likely they were dressed as
Pocahontas, the Lion King, Power
Rangers, Avalanche Players or Princesses. On Halloween, the annual Safe
Trick-or-Treat event brought children
of faculty, staff, students and neighbors to the Regis campus. The purpose
of Safe Trick-or-Treat is to provide an
alternative to door-to-door trick-ortreating on the streets, which has be-

come increasingly dangerous in our
society.
At least fifty offices around campus participated in the event. The offices provided their own candy and
placed a ghost on their door to indicated their participation. In past years,
the children were allowed to go
through the Residence Halls for trick
or treating. This year, upon resident
requests, the lobbies of the Residence
Halls were the new location for trick
or treating.

O' Connell provided a different
form of entertainment. The residents
worked together to create a Haunted
House for the children who came to
Safe Trick or Treat. The Haunted
House, which was not recommended
for children under five years of age, even
left some short of breath and covered
with goose bumps.
Brooke Selle, the Director of Community Relations, organized the event.
Selle said that she was pleased with the
tum-out of both the number of offices
which participated and children who attended. She added, "I heard wonderful
things from kids and parents. I was happy
to do something for the community."
Judging by the fact that she gave out 25
bags of candy at the info desk, Brooke
estimated that 400-500 children attended.

Children, parents, and
grandparents took part in the
activities offered at Regis as
part of the Safe Trick-or-Treat
on Halloween. Here a group
descends the steps, heading
with anticipation toward
O'Connell Hall's Haunted
House.

The Mexican culture has endured throughout
the centuries. Our heritage places us in two worlds,
MULTIthe Indigenous and the Spanish. We refer often to
ourselves as La Raza (the Race). This comes from
CULTURAL
the joining of the two worlds that enables us to
O RN E R
name ourselves that.
Part of our culture is expressed through traditional Mexican foods. We are known for our tacos
Hugo Hernandez
and enchiladas, but we also have burritos, flautas,
OLAS
menudo, tamales, and seafood, and desserts such
as pan dulce (sweet bread), churros, or bunelos.
These are a few examples that are well known.
Sports is a big part of Mexican social life. Soccer is the most played and
watched sport. We also enjoy baseball and basketball, and some people continue to watch bullfighting.
Festivals and are very popular, especially religious festivals such as a festival for Our Lady of Guadalupe, and the celebration of Dia de Los Muertos
(Day of the Dead). On the Day of the Dead, the Mexican people pay respects to
the deceased. To do so, people make an altar with a picture and something that
person liked. The altar is decorated with skeletons made of chocolate or toy
skeletons.
Music is at the heart of the Mexican people, and it ranges from traditional
music to ranchera music, which is western music. There is also Indigenous
music and folk music which varies from state to state.
The family is at the center of the Mexican culture. The father and mother
hold it together. The mother is traditionally the child nurturer, while the father
is traditionally the provider. The movie Mi Familia (My Family) is a good
depiction of a Mexican family in the United States.
All of these aspects contribute to the richness of Mexican culture, and
give us a strong sense of who we are.

C

ALL-CAMPUS VoTE
November 12, 13 & 14
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Information Desk

photo by Darcy Fehringer

TheHighlander'sWeeklyCalendar

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY, NOV. 7

FRIDAY, NOV. 8

*Community Coffee
from 9-9:30a.m. in the
Pub for faculty, staff,
and students.
*Mass in the Regis
Chapel at 12:10p.m.
*Experience Old
Mexico as Latino Fiesta
Week continues with
Traditional Forlklorico
Mexican Dancers at
noon in the Cafeteria.
*Karate with Kojashi's
School of Karate in the
LDC from 7-Sp.m.
*Open Auditions for
"The Music Man" will
be held in the Science
Ampheteater beginning
at Sp.m. Call X4120 for
info.
*Thursday Thrills at
McNichols Arena as the
Denver Nuggets face
the Houston Rockets,
7p.m.

*Mass in the Regis
Chapel at 12:10p.m.
*Latino Fiesta Week
presents Mariachi
America de Jesus Diaz.
*Women's Volleyball at
home against
Nebraska-Kearney at
7p.m.
*George Clinton and the
P-Funk Allstars featuring
Parliament and
Funkadelic will play at
the Ogden Theatre at
9p.m., $25.
*Furious George and the
Monster Groove will be
at Soapy Smiths, 1Op.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 9

*Come run with the
Regis Runners Club at
the CU shootout at
Gallagher Ranch. Call
433-3253 for info.
*Women's Volleyball at
home against Fort
Hays State at 7p.m.
*International Hosts

FEATURES.

7• 13

and ELS are hosting a
paintball trip. Meet in
West at 1p.m., $35.
*Pool Tournament at
Shakespeare's! Meet
on the first floor of O'C
at 3p.m., $5.
*Jackopierce will be at
the Bluebird Theater for
all ages, 9p.m., $12.
*Brethren Fast will be at
Soapy Smiths, 9:30p.m.
SUNDAY, NOV. 10

*Mass in the Regis
Chapel at 11 a.m. and
7:30p.m.
*SunDaze in the Pub
from 8p.m.-midnight.
*Suzanne Vega with
Jason Falkner will be at
the Bluebird Theater at
8p.m., $18.50.
*Weezer with Superdrag
will play at the Ogden
theatre, 8p.m., $12, all
ages.
*George Clinton and the
P-Funk Allstars will be at
the Fox for the next two
nights.

MONDAY, NOV. 11

*REMEMBERING WEEK
BEGINS
*Mass in the Regis
Chapel at 12:10p.m.
*Preregistration begins
for Seniors from
8:30a.m.-4p.m.
*Karate with Kojasho's
School of Karate in the
LDC from 7-8p.m.
*Tori Amos will play
tonight and tomorro night
at Macky, $22.50
*Grant Lee Buffalo will
play at the Fox Theater
at 9p.m., $10.50.
*Los Lobos will play at
the Ogden Theatre,
$18.50.
TUESDAY, NOV. 12

*Mass in the Regis
Chapel at 12:10p.m.
*Soup and Scripture at
5p.m. in the LDC
kitchen
*Rusted Root will be at
the Paramount for two
nights at 7:30, $19.50.

*Neil Diamond will be at
McNichols for two nights
at 8p.m., $22.50+.
*Graham and the Rorker
figgs will play at the Fox
Theater, $14.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13

*All Campus Memorial
Service in the Regis
Chapel at 12:10p.m.
*Preregistration begins
for Juniors from
8:30a.m.-4p.m.
*Kripalu Yoga from 5: 156:30 in the LDC, call
X4342 for info.
*Tickets for
MISTLETOE MADNESS,
a Christmas formal, will
go on sale today
through the 23rd, $5.

ALL ON-CAMPUS EVENTS
IN BOLD. TO ADD TO THE
WEEKLY CALENDAR, CALL

MELINDA AT

x5391
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N THE MIDST OF HAMMERS
pounding and dust flying for Dayton
Memorial Library reconstruction, administration and campus leaders are
setting their sights on future developments at Regis.

r1or1

Though none ofthe ideas are concrete, they currently include the renovation and strengthening of Main
Hall's third and fourth floors, building a new chapel or cathedral, and
constructing an all-purpose stadium.

~
~ A NEW CHAPEL or
cathedral was identified as the
#1 goal at the All Campus
Leadership Weekend earlier
this fall, because St. John
Francis Regis Chapel is too
small and inconspicuous for a
Jesuit campus which hosts
large Masses.
~ PLANS TO RENOVATE and

New Chapel Topped
ACLWGoals
ing concrete has been decided yet.
Some of the discussion has been
about design and location. When
Student leaders gathered at the All- President Micheal Sheeran, S.J. adCampus Leadership Weekend (ACLW) dressed the ACL W, he said that there
in late August, a new chapel was put at had already been previous discussion
the top of the student "wish list." Merely by the administration of constructing
putting a chapel on a list won' t build it; a better chapel. One of the ideas that
student input is imperative in making a came up in the discussion was to
new chapel a reality.
build a chapel with a larger worshipThe overall sentiment expressed by ping space for big events that could
those that attended the ACL W was that also be converted into a smaller space
the current chapel is inadequate. Even for Sunday Masses.
though Regis is a Jesuit university, the
Schaeffer said that several locachapel is the smallest building on the lions had been mentioned as possicampus. Kathy Schaeffer, Director of bilities for a new chapel. One of the
Campus Ministry, said "There isn't any ideas was to build a new Fitness Cen,,
place on campus for the
ter and to turn the LDC
community to gather."
into a permanent
While it is large
chapel. The advantages
enough for Sunday and
of this would be the aesdaily Masses, it is too
thetic design of the
small for some of the
building, itself. The
larger, campus-wide
LDC already resembles
events. To accommodate
a church and a few renothe congregation for such
vations would make it
events as Mass of the
an adequate chapel. The
Holy Spirit, PeaceJam,
building also has high
and Holy Week, the Fitvisibility for not only
ness Center in the Coors
the students, but for the
By Darcy Fehringer
Life Directions Center is
community as well.
community could jog safely.
a
converted
into
Another possibility Editor-in-Chief
Though the Student Involve"chapel."
mentioned would be to
The Student Involvement Com- ment Committee is very excited
The negative imtake
down
the mittee is promoting the construction
about the prospect of a stadium, the
pact of this conversion is
O'Sullivan center and of a $1.5 million multi-purpose statwo-fold. The weight area must be build a chapel in its place. The ad- dium, to be built where one of the notion wasn't created on a mere
whim: it came from research and
cleared out and equipment from the vantage of this location would be an
current soccer fields is located. This imagination. Stacie Driggers,
chapel must be moved to the LDC. This increased visibility to the community,
basic stadium would include a track, Stephanie Jeffers, Ryan Parker, and
move requires the efforts of Campus but the downside would be a de- a multi-purpose
Steven
Ministry staff, Physical Facilities, Fit- creased visibility for the university field, 3, 000Sweeney, originess Center staff, and numerous volun- community.
4,000 seats, and
nally known as
teers. Not only is this an inconvenience
As for what would become of the a press box. The
the Campus Infor those involved, but it affects anyone current chapel, students expressed an plans could also
v o Ive men t
who uses the Fitness Center. For the interest in turning it into a space ei- be extended to
Committee ,
several days surrounding the event, the ther for use by a drama or other type include a formal
tackled the issue
Fitness Center must shut down. An ad- of club.
entrance, more
of poor student
equate chapel would alleviate these
At a recent meeting with several seats, decorainvolvement on
problems.
members of the Board of Trustees, tive fences,
campus as a
Students at the retreat also ex- the student Executive Cabinet related locker rooms,
Freshman
Leadpressed the need for having a chapel of the students ' desire for a better and facilities for
ership project.
which the university can be proud. A chapel. The trustees said that they concessions.
In
the
Catholic university should have a chapel were happy that this was the number
T his sta-Stephanie Jeffers
spring
of
1996,
that stands out and lets people know that one priority. The trustees expressed dium could be
the group conRegis is a Catholic institution. The stu· that it was the responsibility of the used for soccer
ducted a campus
dents voted on a new chapel not only students to make sure that the admin- and lacrosse games, concerts, outbecause they wanted one, but because it istrators know that anew chapel isn ' t door Masses, Commencement cer- survey. "We wanted to understand
the involvement setting on campus,"
is a necessity. Many feel that the cur- just another project, but a necessity. emonies, and Ranger Day events,
Jeffers
said, so the survey investi- on campus. "We found that most
rent chapel is simply inadequate.
It is the responsibility of the students while leaving room for a practice
gated how students were involved
people said they were happy with
Plans for a new chapel are still in to push itto the top of the university's field next to it. It would also include
how they would like to be involved'
an early stage of discussion, and noth- priority list.
a track where members of the Regis and the sources of their informatio~ their level of in volvem ent, "
Driggers said, yet the average

By Darcy Fehringer
Editor-in-Chief
Although Main Hall has been
deemed a structurally sound building, the
third and fourth floors are completely
unsafe and have stood vacant for years.
Therefore, student groups and the administration have promoted the idea of remodeling or restoring these floors in order to use the wasted space in this historic building.

All-Purpose Stadium Would

Renovation would increase the usable
square footage of the building, which could
be classrooms, offices, or perhaps even a
chapel.
This renovation would entail strengthening the floors, sealing some of the outside
walls and installing new electric, plumbing,
and heating and air conditioning systems.
Minimal restoration is continually done
on Main Hall to keep the exterior in tact until
further development can be done.

By Darcy Fehringer
Editor-in-Chief

Serve Athletics, Variety of Other Events

"Wejustwant

to know what it
is the student
body wants and
how to go about
that."

strengthen the unsafe and
unused third and fourth floors
of Main Hall have been a
concern of students and
faculty for years.
p THE SOCCER FIELDS would
become the site of an allpurpose stadium if the Student
Involvement Committee's
plans were incorporated.

Construction Depends
Upon Students',
Benefactors' Feedback

he overall

sentiment
expressed by
those that
attended the
ACLWwas
that the
current chapel
is inadequate. "

?
•

Main Hall Renovations
Will Utilize Wasted Space

By Charles Baumgardner
Guest Writer
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scores of satisfaction with involvement were from 5 to 7, on
a scale of I to I 0, 10 being best.
" People were dispirited,

and we saw the need
for some big boom to
get them spirited,"
Jeffers said. After
weeks of brain-storming, the committee decided that perhaps a
Regis stadium, which
they felt was something
the school needed anyway, would increase
activity and involvement among students.
Mortenson Contractors, the same contractors who designed
Coors Field and the
renovations for Dayton
Memorial Library,
drew up some plans for
the committee. Carl
McFarland, the contractor, did a cost analysis sheet and blueprints
for the project.
From there, the
committee took their ideas to Vice
President of Student Life Tom
Reynolds, and various faculty members over the summer. These people

were excited that there was a committee to represent the students on
the issue of campus involvement. So
the newly-named Student Involvement Committee was officially
formed to represent the student
body, helping define its wants and
needs. "We just want to know what
it is the student body wants and how
to go about that," Jeffers said.
Though the comminee was encouraged to continue promoting the
stadium plans, because they were in
the long-term plans of the University, they were told they first needed
the support of the Executive Cabinet (representing the student body).
Ryan Parker, representing the committee, introduced the topic at the
All-Campus Leadership Weekend
(ACL W). However, the stadium
wasn't adopted as one of the main
goals by the small group of students
attheACLW.
Now the committee is using
their rights to hold an all-student
vote in order to guage the students'
attitude about th e stadium.

projects- to pursue, they want to test the waters of students' and benefactors' interests.
When the University determines
When addressing the administration's
which construction projects should be views of these projects, President Michael
pursued, Regis administrators depend on Sheeran, S.J. said, " I've been going out and
input from stutelling people these
dents to determine
last two years that it
what their top prilooks like Main Hall
orities are and
is a major priority, bewhich priorities
cause there has been a
remain consistent
lot of student interest
from year to year.
in it. It looks like a
However, because
relatively inexpensive
no tuition money
way to add a lot of
is spent on these
square footage, so the
projects, the attireaction has been
tude and receptivgood, and the alumni
ity of Regis
of course remember
alumni, donors,
this building and want
and trustees who
to see it stay in good
fund these projects
shape."
must also be conHowever ,
sidered.
Sheeran pointed out
Main Hall
that a single year' s
has been among
goals will permatop student priorinently shape their idea
ties for several years, as determined at of student priorities. "From my angle, I' m
the annual All-Campus Leadership counting on the ACLW, essentially the student
Weekends. Construction of a new chapel go·!ernment, to check with the students in
emerged as a top goal this year, and the whatever ways seem appropriate, on whether
idea of building a stadium has crept into they' ve gonen the right priorities, and then I
the minds of some students. However, be- see that as something which is going to be
fore the administrators make any deci- tested each year, as we move toward the point
sions about which future project- or where we actually raise the money."

"H owever, because

no tuition money is
spent on these
projects, the attitude
and receptivity of
Regis alumni,
donors, and trustees
who fund these
projects must also be
considered. "
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Women's Soccer Clinches Title Women's Basketball Sets Sights
Team Tops RMAC Heading into Post Season On Conference Championship
By Melinda Anaya
Guest writer

said, "We were disappointed not to have won
the game at Highlands, after leading at halftime
by a goal, but one of our goals this season was to
On Friday, November I, the women's soc- win the RMAC Championship, and mission accer team defeated the University of Southern complished."
Colorado 1-0, giving them a
Following this
share of the Rocky Mountain
weekend's play, Regis was
Athletic Conference (RMAC)
given the opportunity to host
Championship Title. The winthe NCAA Division II
ning goal of the game was
Women's Soccer Regional
scored by Senior Jenny
Championship. Action begins
O'Brien. The goal marked
Saturday, November 9, at
O'Brien's seventh game-win11 :00 a.m. when the Rangers
ning goal of the season.
square off against the UniverO'Brien said, "Going into the
sity of Northern Colorado.
USC game, we knew we had
This will be the second meetto either win or tie to be RMAC
ing between Regis and second
champions . Collectively, we
seated UNC. The Rangers won
were able to put a goal in early
the first competition. Regis is
going into the game with a 14and hold onto the lead for the
remainder of the game."
4-2 record, while UNC comes
The Rangers then
in with a 13-5-2 record. The
Jenny O'Brien
headed off to face University of
game will definitely be someNew Mexico Highlands on - - - - - - - - - - - - thing you will not want to
Sunday, November 3. The
miss. Coach Belzer is countRangers ended the game in a 1-1 tie, and al- ing on incredible fan support to help lead the
though it was not a win, the Rangers were still team to victory and advancement in the toumaable to clinch the RMAC Title. Coach Belzer ment.

"Collectively, we
were able to put
a goal in early
and hold onto
the lead for the
remainder of the
game."

KB/KB Supergrass Wins Grudge Game
By Jacob Starkovich
Guest writer

Intramural action was hot this week. In to Mike Ellison. Herakovich was in coverage and
the semi-final game, KB/KB Supergrass ap- tipped the ball, but Ellison still made an incredpeared to be down and out against the underdog ible catch. Again, the extra point failed.
Perkulators. Supergrass had a regular season
Supergrass came back with a 15 yard touch
record of 8-0. During the first round, Supergrass down pass to Hart from Paolo in an incredible,
received a bye, and the Perkulators defeated quick drive to tie the score at 12 all after the
failed extra point.
Nestle Quik.
With about four minutes left in the game,
Just when fans thought they were going to
see another flag football blowout, they witnessed the Perkulators had one more big drive left which
one of the most exciting, rapid scoring games of ended in a 35 yard touch down pass. This put
the year. The momentum swings in this game them up 18-12 after the failed extra point.
were incredible.
Supergrass was almost out of it with I :50
Supergrass scored first with a 19 yard touch- left pulled together. They engineered another
down pass from Herakovich to Gibbons. The drive which ended in a 14 yard touch down pass.
extra point attempt failed. At the half, the score The extra point failed and the score was tied at
was 6-0 Supergrass.
18 at the end of regulation.
In the second half, the Perkulators were
Each team had four downs from the IO yard
quick to strike back with a long drive which line to score. Both teams matched each other
ended in a 6 yard touchdown pass by Johnny. twice, and on the third overtime, Supergrass completed the one point conversion pass to win 31This extra point attempt failed, too.
Supergrass stalled and the Perkulators came 30.
out throwing on offense. On the first play of the
Supergrass advances to championdrive, Johnny threw a 39 yard touchdown pass ship: TODAY, 4 p.m.

Supergrass ...................... 6 12 OT 13- 31 pts.
Perkulators ...................... O 18 OT 12- 30pts.
SUPERGRASS PERKULATORS
first downs:
fourthdown eff:
total net yards:
net rushing:
net passing:
passing percentage:
punts:
sacks:
turnover on downs:
interceptions:
points off turnovers:

4

4

1-2
158
30
128
11of 19
2

0-0
160
22
138
9 of 16
1
3
0

5

1
3
6

2
0

By Reagan Shaklee
Assistant Sports Editor

The women's basketball team returns for the winter sports season with the
hopes of improving upon last
year's 15-11 record. Head
Coach Linda Raunig believes that with four returning starters, and the great
physical condition the Rangers appear to be in, the team
has the potential to be a dynamic threat in the league.
Three of the four returning starters this season
are seniors. Kenney Jeffries,
Shawna Marsh, and Renea
Flores can all be expected to
be strong leaders on the
court. Sophomore Dena
Koskovich, last year's leading scorer will add strength and experience to
the team.
Other returning players include sophomores
Kelly Carmichael, Cindy Arangua, Jeni Roeder,
Shannon Williams, Dawn Shaub, Holly Lake and
Lexie Vean. Freshmen Michelle Eccher should
be a welcome addition to the team with her speed
and a good long range shot. Look for Eccher to
get a lot of playing time this season.
Although the future seems bright for the
Rangers, the team will surely feel the loss of
Michele Griffin, last season's leading rebounder
and third leading scorer.
Like many athletic teams at Regis, the
women's basketball squad has made winning the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference (RMAC)

Tournament their number one team goal for the
season. In addition to this goal, the team will
strive to have the best defense in the league and
to out rebound their opponents on both sides of the
court.
Raunig and new Assistant Coach Brenda Berriman
will expect their team to perform both on the court and
in the classroom. Team goals
are not yet set, but the
coaches have high standards.
Athletes are expected to take
a full load of classes, attend
class every day, and strive to
reach a 3. 0 or better grade
point average. Last year, the
team of 13 players, including nine freshmen, earned an
average 3.12 GPA.
In addition to the
coaching staffs academic
expectations, they provide a philosophy on coaching which emphasizes life skills as well as basketball skills. Raunig expects players to be on
time, respect themselves, respect one another,
and appreciate the lessons of commitment which
athletics provides.
Raunig believes that defense will be key to
success, adding, "It takes a good athlete to be able
to play our type of defense." Although the team's
defense looks strong, the Rangers will need to put
more points on the board this year to compete with
teams like the University of Nebraska at Kearney,
Mesa State College, Metro State College, and
Colorado Christian University. Play begins for the
Rangers Friday, November 22, at the California
State University Chico Tournament.

The coaches
"expect their
team to
perform both
on the court
and in the
classroom."

•
eg1s
unners Club
COME RUN WITH US AT THE
CU Shootout at Gallagher Ranch
• November 9 •
5K WOMEN'S RUN
8K MEN'S RUN

•

MORNING AND EVENING
WORKOUTS AVAILABLE
•

ALL LEVELS

&

ABILITIES WELCOME
•

COACHING

INDIVIDUALIZED TO
IMPROVE 5K TO
MARATHON TIMES

FOR INFO, CALL 433-3253
AND ASK FOR COACH YOUNG
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SPORTS.

Volleyball Looks Toward Playoffs Sports World
By Michael Creager
Sports Editor

1-2 during the past week against three conference
foes all on the road which proved to be a tough
test for them. They had to travel to Metro State
The Regis women's volleyball team is ready College, and then to Golden to play Colorado
to wrap up their season hopes for two season end- School of Mines. The Rangers ended the road trip
ing wins to carry them into the playoffs. They went by playing Colorado Christian University, in Lakewood. In their game on Nov 2
they lost to the Miners in 5
games. It was a hard fought
game which required a total
team effort. The Rangers, as
usual, stayed in the game until
the very end, but they lost the
match 9-15, 15-11, 13-15, 1512 and 10-15. Junior Sarah
Sharpe had twenty kills seven
digs and one blocked shot and
Shannon Nelson had twenty
kills with thirteen digs to lead
the team. Sophomore Melinda
Almazan had 54 sets in the five
games which helped set their
attack in motion.
The following day they
traveled to Lakewood to take
The Rangers have clinched a spot in the RMAC
on the 17th ranked Colorado
Tournament, and have a chance at the league title.

Christian University team. The Rangers were too
much for CCU as they won in three games 15-6,
15-8 and 15-4. The victory improved them to 1711 overall and 13-4 in the conference and just 1/
2 game behind CCU for second place in the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference (RMAC).
They were led by Jeanine Dwyer's thirteen kills
to go along with one blocked shot. Shannon
Nelson countered with nine kills and six digs.
Nikki Van Reusen had five kills and four digs.
They have already clinched a spot in the
RMAC Tournament, and they still have a chance
to compete for the league title in their last two
games of the season. On Friday, November 8,
they will host Nebraska Kearney who is ranked
number one in the RMAC and a win would give
~he team a greater level of confidence going into
the conference tournament. As well as being the
top team in the conference, Kearney is also the
defending conference champion which gives the
Rangers even more incentive to beat them. The
game will begin at 7:00 p.m. at the Fieldhouse.
They wrap up their season on Saturday evening
at 7:00 p.m. against Fort Hays State. This game
will be their warm up for the RMAC Toumament.

Defending Football Champs Denied
By Jacob Starkovich
Guest writer

Hill Top stuck first with a good drive that
ended in a 18 yard touchdown pass. The extra
point conversion was good and the score was
7-0 Hill Top. At half-time, the score remained
the same.

Hill Top received the kick off and on the
third play from scrimmage, Macheca intercepted
an option pass from Montgomery and went the
Intramural football semi-finals were intense
distance to give Tony V's some life in the game.
Tony V's converted on the extra point and the
last week. Tony V's, which lost to the Hill Top
game was tied at seven apiece.
Hellraisers in the regular
Each team had one possession
season, came back in the
HILL TOP HELLRAISERS ........................7 0 - 7 total
that ended in a punt or a turnover on
post season for revenge. The
TONY V'S HEATING&PLUMBING ........ o 20- 20 total
downs. The defense was picking up
Hill Top Hellraisers finished
momentum and finally delivered a
7-1 in the regular season.
HILLTOP TONY V'S
fatal blow to Hill Top. Hill Top
Hill Top, whose team is
threw another interception which
2
5
first downs:
mostly administrators, and
again
resulted in an incredible 38
facilities and security per1-4 1-2
4th down effieciency:
yard touchdown run by Tony V's. The
sonnel, dominated this
extra point conversion was good and
133 34
league, and they had the
total net yards:
Tony V's clearly had the momentum
toughest defense in the
41
net rushing:
with four minutes left in the game
league. In fact, after
and a 14-7 lead over the defending
yesterday's semifinal game
106 93
net passing:
champs.
On Hill Top's last two posthey still hold this record.
passing percentage:
sessions, they went 2-9 in the passTony V's, with a regular seaing department which wasn't good
son record of 5-3, finished
punts:
enough.
With 1:15 left, Tony V's
in 4th place in the regular
took over on downs on Hill Top's 12
sacks:
season. This match up was
yard line. Tony V's iced the victory
an exciting, cold, intense
turnover on downs:
with a 12 yard touch down pass to
battle with Tony V's coming
end the game with a 20-7 victory!
interceptions:
out on top, 20-7.

27

6 /19 9/ 20
1
1

4
3
2

points off turnovers:

12

3
2
3

0

WOMEN'S SOCCER
PLAYOFF GAME

Saturday, November 9,
11 :00 a.m. at home
Adults $5.00 & Students $2.00

UPDATE
By Jack Patterson
Highlander Staff

The rise of the Denver Broncos is no longer
a secret to the rest of the nation. John Elway and
Rod Smith connected on a simple stop and go
that propelled the Broncos to a 22-21 win and the
best record in football. With the tremendous
pressure of the front seven, the Broncos were
able keep the Raiders from throwing the ball
upfield and consequently kept the Raiders from
scoring in the second and third quarters.
Denver's running game was not as strong as in
past weeks, with Terrell Davis rushing for 85
yards on 19 carries. Davis did, however, retake
the rushing lead in the NFL with 979 yards on
the season.
The game was marred by officiating that
bordered on amateur. From the opening
interception to numerous offsides calls, both
teams appeared to be frustrated by the end of the
contest. This was called the worst week of
officiating in the NFL in ten years by ESPN
analyst Joe Thiesman.
The Broncos remaining schedule is very
favorable except for the showdown against the
Packers which many think may be a preview of
the Super Bowl. The Broncos will have to deal
with a feisty defense and an improved running
game this week against Bears.
With the Broncos appearing to be the class
of the AFC, the Steelers have quietly compiled a
7-2 record, with the very competitive AFC East
in a three way battle. The Patriots finally
demonstrated how powerful their offense can be.
The balance of Curtis Martin, Ben Coates, and
the speedy Terry Glenn, the Patriots will be a
tough team as we move closer to the playoffs.
The NFC is led by the banged up Green Bay
Packers, and two teams who many thought
would be borderline playoff teams at the
beginning of the year. The Eagles have used the
injury to Rodney Peete to rally the team together
around the pesky Ty Detmer. This guy takes a
beating and still is able not only stay in games,
but beat the World Champion Cowboys. The
Redskins have also rallied around their quarterback Gus Frerotte. The Tulsa graduate has shown
great poise and arm strength in his break-out
season. Probably the most important facet of
Frerotte's game is his ability to hand off the ball
the MVP candidate Terry Allen.
Although many say the game of the week is
the Cowboys and Niners, I think a game to watch
will be the Packers and Chiefs. The Chiefs have
not shown an ability to move the ball on a
consistent basis, and the Packers are depleted at
receiver. Look for the Packers to utilize their tight
ends and a healthy Dorsey Levins to secure a big
win this week.
The NBA season has kicked off with the
superstars of the NBA demonstrating their
showstopping abilities. O'Neal, Barkley, and Jordan
are showing they are ready for the 96-97 season and
their quest for the NBA title. The Nuggets have
shown some potential this year but still lack that
dominant player. McDyess will be a superstar in a
few years but not quite yet.
Finally, the IDIOT of the week: This counts
for two weeks as a result of the stupidity and
selfishness ofTCI CABLE. The debut of
ESPNEWS was great for those with satellite dishes,
but not for the general public of Denver. Too bad all
that profit has to go to Primestar and not those
people who have seen rate hikes three times in the
last three years. It is absurd to see a company that
owns 80% of the cable market to not offer this
station. I hope all sports fans take the opportunity to
voice your concern to TCI CABLE at 930-2000.
Tell them this is a joke and you expect more of the
biggest cable carrier in the world. With other
stations such as CNN/SI coming out in December,
maybe this outrage will get some results. I doubt it!
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Are there any
True& Great
leaders out
there?

I

n the excitement and aftermath
of the re-election of President
Clinton, it may be easy for some
to look forward to the next four
years with hope and optimism.
However, some of us are still
begging for bigger, better things; we
seek a new leadership for America,
a True & Great leadership.
What we have instead are
leaders who sling mud at each other
during campaigns, who vie for the
honor of least corrupt, who are
unprecedented in their broken
promises.
What we need are leaders who
hear the public and are the most fit
to carry out its wishes. We need
leaders who are honestly the most
noble and upright, the most truthful
and fair people.
Members of our generation
long for a true leader. We yearn for
someone like JFK or Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. to march into the

political arena and scream "I am the
one!" We have never seen True &
Great leaders. We've instead had to
choose between the lesser of two
evils.
During the recent campaigns, I
heard SO many peers say they
weren't going to vote at all because
they didn't like any of the candidates. They were frustrated with
them and the whole
political scene. No
matter which way they
turned, politics
appeared dismal and
pointless.
Thus, people
accuse us of being
apathetic. I don't think
that's the case, because
I think many of us do
care a lot about the
situation of our society.
We are simply so
frustrated and
disgusted that we
might not see the point
in voting. Ifwe decide
not to vote, it doesn't
mean we don't care. When voting is
one of our very few methods of real
action, and we are asked to choose
between Mr. Corrupt or Mr.
Incompetent, does it really matter
who is elected? One will raise our
taxes, but the other will cut
education funding. How can we be
accused of apathy when our inaction
stems from being offered no True &
Great (or even remotely close)
choices? We can't run for President,
or Senator, or even County Commis-

sioner, but we CAN be active in our
communities and cities. We CAN
also propose amendments, but what
would they say?
Ammendment Proposal
2394A.X (new revised standard
edition):
"Should there be a law stating
all Presidential candidates must be
under the age of 75, swear not to put

than one item of campaign mail per
household, pie crust promises (easily
made, easily broken), erroneous or
misleading statistics, scapegoating
any social group, and bringing up
long-dead issues which carry no
relevance? Should there be an
amendment stating all Presidential
candidates should be respectable,
honest, and fair, and exemplify the
kind of hard-working
and peaceful
character you would
want your child to
possess?"
Are there leaders
like that out there?
And, if we, "Generation X," are the
future, are there any
AMONG us who are
what we want?

"Members of our generation
long/or a true leader. We
yearn for someone like JFK or
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. ..
. We have never seen True &
Great leaders. We've instead
had to choose between the
lesser of two evils. "
down his/her opponents during the
campaign, pass a lie detector test
about his/her past, be in good legal
standing, and actively seek regular
feedback from people of all ages,
races, religions, etc., in order to
understand their issues and dreams;
promise to appoint a staff which is
equally as clean and honest as s/he
is, and highly knowledgeable in his/
her area of duty? Should there be an
amendment banning: negative
commercials about opponents, more

Goodjobof
the week:
JUSTICE,
who worked hard to
register Regis students
to vote, inform them of
the issues, transport
local voters to the
booth, and get others
an absentee ballot.

(DJ
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It started so subtly, I almost
didn't notice. Right before midterms, I was madly rushing to finish
various term papers and projects. I
didn't have time to breath, much

!OStgtfunli llhaul:thletfoWi:ey ffilmrfes I
relaxed during the midterm break, I
started to notice little things that
told me something was not quite
right. I found it difficult to focus on
one task. I was sucked into channel

• Etcetera

surfing--an activity I vigorously
despise. One thing was certain: I
didn't want to return to school. More
and more near the end of the break,
a sense of foreboding dread came
over me. As I returned (or attempted
to return) to classes, my ailment
became appallingly apparent. I was
(and am) suffering from a severe
case of the post-midterms slump.
Don't panic, I told myself, just
take a few relaxing breaths. But it
didn't work. I realized that I don't
want to be in class (nothing against
those terrific professors), I don't
want to be at home, I don't want to
be anywhere near a book or
computer, and most of all, I don't
want to be a student right now.
Surely other students suffer
from this malady. At first I was sure

• Free Turkey,
Anyone?
Courtesy Human Resources

• Regisites Win at
career Fair
Courtesy Career Services
Congratulations to Dr. Teresa
Drotar, Associate Professor of Biology,
and to Regina Forster, sophomore, who
were winners in the prize drawing held
at the Career & Internship Information
Fair. Dr. Drotar won a $50.00 gift certificate for the Tattered Cover Bookstore, and Forster won a $25.00 gift
certificate for Media Play.

Plan to attend the season's first
men's basketball game on Saturday,
November 16, at 6:00 p.m. when the
Regis Rangers take on Holy Name and
possibly win a free turkey.
Everyone who attends the game
will be entered in a drawing for the
half-time hoop shooting contest. The
winners will receive free turkeys. Additional turkeys will be awarded during the game.
Remember, there is no admission
charge for students, faculty, or staffi
Event sponsored by the Employees
Activity Committee.

it is a pandemic. Regis might well
collapse under the immense weight
of apathy. Academics as we know
them might cease. Then I looked
around and noticed many dedicated
students going about the business of
college life without so much as
acknowledging the terrible sickness
that had overcome others. Did they
not realize that this is a moment of
extreme crisis?
Suddenly, I recognized in them
a key component that I lack.
Motivation. It's ·genetic, I rationalized. Yes, I clearly lack the motivation gene, and therefore have a
defective motivation enzyme, so I
cannot carry out the motivation
reactions necessary for successful
collegiate work. I felt much better
after admitting my infirmity.

• Baccalaureate Mass
The Winter Baccalaureate Mass
will be held Saturday, December 14,
1996, at 9:30 a.m. in the Coors Life
Directions Center.
Campus Ministry needs volunteers to serve as readers, Eucharistic
ministers, and greeters for the Mass.
If you are interested making the Baccalaureate Mass a special celebration
for our graduates by serving in one of
these capacities, please contact Campus Ministry at x4153.

Then I wondered how I could
reconcile this theory with the intense
motivation I felt at the outset of this
semester. No, it must be something
else. I might not be able to push it
off on genetics.
Guess I have to take full
responsibility for this one. So right
now, I am hoping that the Motivatio1
Fairy will visit me sometime (soon,
preferably) and instill in me that
drive that might enable me to finish
the semester. Otherwise, next
semester there may be yet another
"position available" ad in The
Highlander.
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Jack Patterson • Lucinda Nieto
Charles Baumgardner
Hugo Hernandez
Jacob Starkovich
Melinda Anaya • Janet Lee
THE FINE PRINT
ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

• Attention: Writers B
Artists!

The Regis Universlty Highlander is an
independent weekly publication provided
by the students of Regis University for the
Regis community.

It functions as a forum to infonn the
community of events and persons relevant
to Regis. It serves as a place for the
expression of concerns and opinions.
However, the opinions of authors may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the
Hlghlander staff.

]Regis' literary magazine, Reflections, is accepting submissions for the
1997 edition. These can include black
& white photos, poetry, non-fiction.
and fiction. There is also a cover con:
Content is reviewed and edited by
test, awarding a $50 prize to the winstaff members and advisor to ensure
ner.
quality and suitability of content. Editorials
reflect the opinion of the author, which Is
Deadline is December 2.
Contact Dr. Gronning in the Writ- not necessarily the opinion of the entire
staff or of Regis University.
ing Center for more information.
Questions, concerns, or comments
should be directed to Darcy Fehringer,
Editor-in-Chief at 964-5391, In Office
# 1 In the basement of the Srudent
Center, or at 3333 Regis Blvd, Denver,
co 80221.
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New Life for Age-Old Lovers
Star-Crossed R & J Featured in New Film
By Lucinda Nieto
Guest writer

William Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet has been performed as a
ballet, a Broadway musical, and an
Oscar-winning movie (West Side
Story), but never before has it been
interpreted in such a contemporary
style that not only retains the
original Shakespeare language, but
appeals to a young audience as well.
In the recently released William
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, the
well known love story is tangled in a
web of gunshots and thug fights
exchanged between their two gang
families, the Montagues and
Capulets. Shakespeare's fair Verona,
with its sword-carrying warriors on
horseback, is now Verona Beach,
with semi-automatic machine gun
toting gangsters in their supped-up
roadsters. The film, directed by Buz

Luhrmann, can easily be compared
to a heavy metal video on MTV, with
its loud music, destructive scenes,
and violent brawls.
Luhrmann's characters are
obnoxiously colorful. Tybalt (John
Leguizamo), Juliet's cousin, is the
Latino gang leader of the Capulets
who is always looking to rumble
with any Montague in sight. He has
a knack for style with his tight
Mariachi-looking clothes and pearlhandle guns, only to be
complimented by his nicely
choreographed gun twirling routines.
Somewhat akin to an intelligent
version of Dennis Rodman in his
lovely attire of women's clothing,is
Mercutio (Harold Perineau),
Romeo's best friend. In addition to
being a cross-dresser, Mercutio is
also packing an explosive personality. He's a little rambunctious and a
lot wild. Sparks fly and personalities

Calling Up Fire

clash when he and Tybalt are around
each other, which eventually results
in the murder ofMercutio by Tybalt.
On a softer side, there are the
characters of Romeo and Juliet,
(Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire
Danes). DiCaprio is deep, and
delivers his lines with great emotion
and power. The only problem is that
he's a little clumsy when it comes to
the romantic scenes. At one point it's
so bad you almost have to laugh.
This is where Danes saves the day.
As Juliet, she is innocent but sexy,
making everyone see why Romeo is
so in love with her. They compliment one another with their
wonderful acting talents, but with all
of the violence, rowdiness, and
clumsiness involved in the movie,
the original love story of these starcrossed lovers gets a little lost.
If you're curious to see a
modern version of Romeo and Juliet,
take in this movie, but if you ' re
looking to see the love story itself,
just wait to rent it and expect a little
disappointment.

Tori Amos to Play in Boulder
By Rajit Kabadi
Entertainment Editor

In the music world, there are a
great many artists who simply lack
the musical talent to perform by
themselves on stage. There is hope,
though. This Sunday night, November 10, Tori Amos will take the stage
at Mackey Auditorium, and if you are
one of the lucky ones to has tickets to
see her, your faith in music just might
be restored.
During the past I have had the
opportunity to see Tori live on three
other occassions and she never
disappointed. The last time was over
this past summer when she played at
The Paramount Theatre. She amazed
the crowd with songs from her two

ENTERTAINMENT •

Insomnia

"Sleepers" Makes For Long Night

By Meggin C. Caylor
Highlander Staff

" Sleepers" is an exceptional
story and a good movie. The story
begins in Hell's Kitchen, a small
neighborhood in the Bronx. There
are four central characters in the
movie who grow up together in this
tough neighborhood. Watching over
them is an understanding, extremely
hip Catholic priest. Petty theft and
baseball are their main hobbies. For
the most part, these are good,
innocent kids. A mishap lands them
in juvenile detention where they are
physically, sexually, and psychologically tortured.
After showing these abuses, the
movie skips to when these four boys
have grown to men. Their childhoods have produced two criminals,
a District Attorney, and a journalist.
Together, they reek havoc and seek
revenge on the men who abused
them and stole their innocence by

means of a courtroom anti thniu~h
mafia connections.
" Sleepers .. has its 11 c:aknc:,,c:, .
It is important to note that thc:rc: arc:
moments that are very dilfo.:ult to
stomach. 1 frequently coYc:n.:d not
only my eyes, but al so my c:ar, a, the·
boys were tortured. Thi s is the: type:
of violence that men and 1H1mc:n II i11
both despise. In addition. film
makers took a long time to sc.:t up the:
story.
On the other hand. the film haJ
many strengths. Each of the
characters was well developed .
Difficult moral issues were rai sc:d
and dealt with through the actions of
the main characters. Loyalty to
friendship was the dominant theme
and it found redeeming qualities in
human beings whose actions 11.::r.::
despicable. I would recommend this
to people who like to come away
from a movie with something to
think about or discuss ... Slec:pc:rs..
will give plenty such opportunitic:s.

Jason Patric and Brad Pitt star in Warner Bros. "Sleepers," also starring
Kevin Bacon, Robert De Niro, Dustin Hoffman, Bruna Kirby, Brad
Renfro, and Minnie Driver; written and directed by Barry Levinson.

prior albums, The Little Earthquakes
and Under the Pink. She also played
the newer material from her most
recent release, Boys For Pele, which
exhibited a crunchier sound than her
previous work.
Tori Amos takes the stage with
a presence that is overwhelming.
Her live renditions of songs are often
more charismatic and more creative
than her album versions. She always
seems to add a couple of covers to
her set. The first time I saw her, four
years ago, she played the Nirvana
classic "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
and over the summer I heard her
rendition of Prince's "Purple Rain."
If you are not familiar with the
music of Miss Amos, I guarentee
that her piano playing skills and her
voice will captivate you.

Educational Funding, Job Market
Top Priorities for Student Voters
Courtesy the Regis Bookstore
A survey conducted on October
23 by over 500 Follett College Bookstores nationwide predicted President
Clinton's re-election with a 55% backing at Regis and 61 % nationwide. The
GOP candidates Gore and Kemp followed with a 30% pull at Regis and
28% nationally.
The issue considered the ipost
important at Regis was educational
funding and support, being a high priority for candidate selection among
52% of those surveyed. Nationally, this
issue was also first, with the slightly
higher 54%.
Current and future job market,
wages and tax policies, violence and
crime, and candidate character were

all issues that received 30% support
at Regis.
Nationally, the second highest
priority was wages and tax policies,
followed by current and future job
market.
On both levels, debate performance came in dead last, with singledigit percentages.
At Regis, about l 00 students participated in the survey. They were
asked to choose among Clinton, Dole,
Perot, and Browne as President, and
prioritize the issues of political record,
debate performance, educational funding and support, current and future job
market, US foreign policy, wages and
tax policies, violence and crime, drug
policies, gun control, abortion, and
social policies.

? •Ask•-?
Sister Sadie
Dear Sister Sadie,
I am having trouble with a
friend of mine. She is great and
we have gotten along very well
since I came to Regis, but things
are starting to change. She is the
most sarcastic person I have ever
met. Usually, I think it is funny
(when it is directed at others).
Lately, all she does is make fun
of me in front of all our friends. I

can laugh along to a certain point,
but a have to draw the line somewhere or else I am going to blow up
at her soon. I don ' t want to be a baby
who can't take a joke. How shou ld I
deal with this?
Not Laughing Anymore,
Jokes-on-me
Dear Jokes-on-me,
Your friend may not realize that
she is hurting your feelings. It is a
good idea to sit down with her and
discuss the way you feel. A relationship like this may be unhealthy for
you. If she does not seem to care,

she' s not worth it. Most likel y.
she will be receptil'c: to your
concerns. I have a hint on IHm to
start out th e discuss ion. 1\ 1>
religion teac her in hi gh sd 10ol
once told our class th at the: 11ord
sarcasm comes from Grc:ek 11 ord s
which mean .. flesh ripper.·· The:
picture this brings to tht: minJ
may make a person think t11 ice
about their use of sarcasm agairht
friends or others.
Sincerely,
Sister Sadie
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• CLASSIFIEDS
For ad rates, contact
MARY SVOBODA

at the
HIGHLANDER

~

964-5391

~

OPPORTUNITIES
• FAST FUNDRAISER. Raise $500
in 5 days - Greeks, groups,
clubs, motivated individuals.
Fast, easy - no financial obligation.
•(800) 862-1982 ext.33•
• UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFr.
Name an Actual Star for
Someone. $33. Star Directory.
•(800) 500-3128•
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

~

~

ENVELOPE STUFFING--$600-$800
every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

• WANTED!!! Individuals,
Student Organizations and
Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE
NATION'S LEADERS, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
•(800) 327-6013•
http://www.icpt.com

SELWA'S
ALTERATIONS

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

• HELP WANTED Men/Women
earn $480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your local area.
Call (520) 680-7891
Ext. C200

• YouR WRIGHT HAND. Specializing in computer generated
term papers, essays, reports,
transcription, flyers, and other
misc. documents. Student
discounts, prompt service.
•(303) 388-6631 •

SPRING BREAK

&

GIFT SHOP
• 4974 Lowell Blvd. •

Homemade baqlawa
and other
handmade gifts
Men & women's alterations
professionally done in a reasonably
short time. Work is done by Se/wa, a
graduate of Loughborough College of
Arts, England. Convenient location
across from Regis campus.
Call 964-8452

FREE Parties
FREE Meals
FREE Activities

Student Express, Inc. --..------1.aoo .su RFs.u P

COME TO THE CHRiSTMAS FORMAL!

2} - 9

pM TO

CoupLEs ANd qRoups WELCOME

$5

foR EACH TickET

1

• RESEARCH ASSISTANCE.
Lowest prices Nationwide. We
offer checks by phone. Catalog
$2.00. Preferred Marketing,
P.O. Box 28105 #16,
Lakewood, CO 80228.
•(303) 988-1909•
•Fax (303) 986-1509•

• ATTENTTON WOMEN TENNIS
PLAYERS. On-going Tryouts
for Tennis Team in Fall Semester. For details, call Coach
Laura Nealon.
• 458-4981 •

nejj
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